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Chemokines are small proteins that are critical for immune function, being primarily

responsible for the activation and chemotaxis of leukocytes. As such, many viruses, as well

as parasitic arthropods, have evolved systems to counteract chemokine function in order

to maintain virulence, such as binding chemokines, mimicking chemokines, or producing

analogs of transmembrane chemokine receptors that strongly bind their targets. The focus

of this review is the large group of chemokine binding proteins (CBP) with an emphasis on

those produced by mammalian viruses. Because many chemokines mediate inflammation,

these CBP could possibly be used pharmaceutically as anti-inflammatory agents. In this

review, we summarize the structural properties of a diverse set of CBP and describe in

detail the chemokine binding properties of the poxvirus-encoded CBP called vCCI (viral CC

Chemokine Inhibitor). Finally, we describe the current and emerging capabilities of

combining computational simulation, structural analysis, and biochemical/biophysical

experimentation to understand, and possibly re-engineer, proteineprotein interactions.
This is an exciting time in molecular immunology. Increasing

capabilities in areas like structural biology and molecular

simulation are providing powerful new scientific tools for

deciphering the immune system. At the same time, there is a

critical need for new therapies against emerging infectious
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diseases, such as that caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2, and

other diseases associated with a dysregulated immune

response. This review describes current results and future

directions in the study of themolecular function of the soluble

chemokine binding proteins (CBP, sometimes called CKBP),
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with a focus on the poxvirus-encoded protein viral CC Che-

mokine Inhibitor (vCCI). As described below, these proteins

are one component in the strategy used by mammalian vi-

ruses and various organisms to suppress their host's immune

response. These proteins have the interesting property that

they bind with high specificity to entire classes of immune-

signaling chemokines. Elucidating how these proteins spe-

cifically recognize their various chemokine ligands could

allow the re-engineering of CBP for use as therapeutics.

This review begins by giving a brief background on che-

mokines and the different tools that viruses use to reduce the

infected host's chemokine effectiveness. Thenwe describe the

structural features of a range of CBP that provide hints to the

common structural elements that mediate chemokine bind-

ing. This section includes a tabular summary of the properties

of these proteins and figures highlighting their key features.

After that summary, we describe in detail the chemokine-

binding properties of rabbitpox protein vCCI as an archetype

of the viral CBP. We also describe howmolecular simulations,

structural analysis, mutation studies, and biochemical/bio-

physical assays can be combined to elucidate a detailed map

of how the structural features of vCCI determine its chemo-

kine binding specificity. Finally, we end with a look forward to

how this structural information can be used to reengineer CBP

or chemokines for specific biomedical or biotechnological

applications.
Background

The immune system serves a variety of functions in pro-

tecting human health, and a critical aspect of the immune

response is the activation and chemotaxis of immune cells,

as mediated by chemokines. When injury or infection occurs,

chemokines are secreted, producing an inflammatory im-

mune response. Chemokines are small proteins (usually

about 70 amino acids) that tightly bind their cognate 7-

transmembrane receptor and are also able to bind glycos-

aminoglycans (GAGs). Their mode of action is generally to

first bind GAGs on the endothelial surface, setting up a che-

mokine concentration gradient. They then bind tightly to

their respective receptors on the surface of passing leuko-

cytes, which are activated by this binding event. Chemokine-

receptor interactions, including those involved in non-

inflammatory processes, have been recently reviewed [1, 2].

There are four subfamilies of chemokines, totaling about

50 members, named based on the placement of conserved

cysteines near the N-terminus of the protein (CC, CXC, CX3C,

and C), with chemokines from all subfamilies having the same

overall fold. The name of each chemokine is based on its

subfamily type, followed by L (to signify it is a ligand of a

chemokine receptor), followed by a number to distinguish

different specific molecules, e.g. CCL4. For a table correlating

older chemokine names with this numerical naming system,

see Supplemental Table 1. The different subfamilies exert

their influence on different receptors affecting different

leukocyte populations [2]. There are about 20 mammalian

chemokine receptors, which are 7 transmembrane G-protein

coupled receptors (except for so-called atypical receptors) that

tend to bind chemokines from one subfamily. There is a great
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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deal of redundancy in the system because many chemokines

can bind to multiple receptors, and many receptors can have

multiple chemokines as ligands. While this redundancy

makes the system more resilient since a mutation in the gene

for one receptor may not lead to a diminished immune

response, it also means that medically targeting the chemo-

kine system to reduce inflammation is a complex endeavor

that may encompass the need to modulate multiple chemo-

kines, multiple receptors and/or multiple cell types [2].

Chemokine binding to cognate receptors has been the

subject of much inquiry and occurs with two sites on the

chemokine interacting with two sites on the cognate receptor,

leading to receptor activation. The CC chemokine N-loop

(from about residues 12e20) and basic residues in the 40s loop

bind to the N-terminus of the cognate receptor; subsequently

the chemokine N-terminal tail contacts the receptor trans-

membrane region [1] [Fig. 1A]. Mutation studies on chemo-

kines have found that deletion of the N-terminal tail still

allows the chemokine to bind, but not activate, the receptor [3,

4], while mutations to the N-loop and basic 40s loop residues

reduce binding affinity [3e6]. Upon receptor activation, the

receptor-bearing cells proceed to move up the chemokine

concentration gradient, toward the site of injury or infection.

While chemokines tend to form oligomeric structures in so-

lution and when bound to GAGs [7e10], most (in particular CC

chemokines) bind and activate the receptor in their mono-

meric form [3, 4, 11].

Before turning to the topic of themodulation of chemokine

signaling by pathogens and parasites, we should also note

that dysregulation of this pathway can yield an inappropriate

or an overly aggressive immune response which can cause or

exacerbate a variety of ailments including arthritis, athero-

sclerosis, and traumatic brain injury [12e14]. Hence, an

increased understanding of this complex chemokine

communication system may offer strategies to therapeuti-

cally dampen the immune response in some situations.

Given the importance of the chemokine signaling system

in maintaining surveillance, inflammation, and protection

from various types of invasion, other organisms and espe-

cially viruses have evolved numerous ways to subvert the

chemokine system. For example, some viruses express che-

mokine analogs that bind chemokine receptors, often (but not

always) to antagonize the receptors and stop the response. An

example of such a protein is vMIP-II, a viral protein of 72

amino acids that is produced by herpesvirus HHV-8 with a

structure very similar to CC chemokines [15]. This protein

binds to several chemokine receptors, being an antagonist for

CCR1, CCR5, and CXCR4, among others, while apparently

agonizing CCR3 and CCR8 [16, 17]. These chemokine analogs

have been reviewed by Alcami and Lira [18]. Another strategy

used by viruses is to produce chemokine receptor analogs,

which are transmembrane proteins that can bind chemokines

and sometimes share the ability to signal. Examples of these

include ORF74, produced by Kaposi's sarcoma herpesvirus,

and US28, encoded by human cytomegalovirus [18].

Another strategy used by pathogens to control the che-

mokine response is to secrete soluble chemokine binding

proteins (CBP), most acting to bind chemokines before they

reach their receptors. The use of CBP allows the pathogen to

target specific pathways to subvert the host immune response
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Fig. 1 vCCI binding to CC chemokines shows significant overlap with the chemokine's natural binding contacts. A. Binding

contacts made by CC chemokines with the chemokine receptor and with glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). The CC chemokine CCL4

(PDB ID: 1HUM) [87] is used as a typical example. The chemokine is shown in green, with receptor binding contacts shown in

light blue. GAG contacts are shown in red. Amino acids that are used both to bind receptors and to bind GAGs are shown in

purple [5, 6, 10, 88]. With regard to receptor binding, note that after the initial binding event (using light blue and purple

residues), the N-terminus of the chemokine is used to contact the transmembrane regions of the receptor [11]. The chemokine

is shown as a monomer although CCL4 forms a dimer under many conditions. B. Binding contacts made by CC chemokines

with vCCI. The structure of CCL4 (PDB ID: 1HUM) [87] is shown in green, with residues buried by contact with vCCI shown in

deep pink. Contacts were determined from analysis of molecular dynamics simulation of the structure of vCCI in complex with

CCL4 (adapted from the structure PDB ID: 2FFK [31]). (Nguyen et al. [69], and subsequent analysis of their data).
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[2, 18e21]. Such CBP are expressed by a wide range of poxvi-

ruses and herpesviruses [20, 22], and include proteins such as

vCCI and M3, respectively. More recently, it has also been

discovered that a class of CBP (termed evasins) are used by

arthropods such as ticks, that as a group may produce as

many as 257 CBP to modulate their host's immune response

[23], but note that the arthropod CBP differ in both their

structure and mode of function from the viral proteins.

CBP have differing levels of specificity, with some broadly

binding multiple sub-families of chemokines, while others

bind just one subfamily, or bind only a few chemokines. CBP

bind to a variety of different sites on their targets' chemokines.

Some CBP bind the GAG-binding region of the chemokine and

others bind and block the chemokine's receptor-binding resi-

dues or appear to inhibit both functions. Fig. 1B shows the

chemokine CCL4 colored to show the binding interaction sites

with the CBP vCCI, in comparison to Fig. 1A which shows

typical residues used by the chemokine to bind GAGs and its

cognate receptor. As described below, a common binding

feature of these CBP are loops with up to 50 % acidic residues

that bind basic residues that occur in clusters on the chemo-

kine surface. Other areas of electrostatic complementarity

further stabilize the CBP-chemokine complex.
Survey of chemokine binding proteins

In this section,we provide a tabular survey of the range of viral

and arthropod CBP, listing their chemokine targets, the

structural features of their binding, as well as selected data
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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from mutagenesis and/or functional studies on these pro-

teins. This information is listed in Table 1 and the corre-

sponding structures are shown in Fig. 2. Other reviews, with

different emphases and scope, are available in the literature

[2, 19, 20, 22, 24].

Despite the differences in the CBP noted in the table, there

are important structural similarities between groups of these

proteins. Several of the poxvirus immune-evading CBP share a

conserved b sandwich fold (shown in yellow in Fig. 2 and

referred to by Nelson et al. as a “poxvirus immune evasion”, or

“PIE” domain [21] that is not seen in prokaryotic or eukaryotic

proteins (the arthropod CBP Evasin-3 shown in Fig. 2G does

not contain a b sandwich since it has only one b sheet). One

face of this b sandwich acts as the binding surface for the

chemokines [see Figs. 2 and 3]. Another feature seen in several

of these proteins is the “acidic loop” facing the binding site

which acts as an “arm” to provide additional binding contacts

to the chemokine [see Fig. 3] and ranges in size from 25 resi-

dues in rabbitpox vCCI to only 4 residues in M3 [Fig. 2E].

Finally, an interesting structural feature that seems to be

induced by chemokine binding to CBP is the b strand that is

formed in the chemokine itself from chemokine residues 8e14

and that is observed in experimental structures of CBP-

chemokine complexes, but not seen in the unbound proteins

(see further discussion in section 4.1 below).

The structural and mutation data shown in this table

provide numerous independent clues about the specific

residueeresidue interactions that mediate chemokine-

inhibitor binding. However, this data does not on its own

constitute a “deciphering of the language” of inhibitor
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Table 1 Selection of CBP from different organisms, listing their chemokine targets, their medical relevance, and
summarizing the structure and binding information available in the literature.

Name, Origin, and Chemokine
Target

Medical/Biochemical relevance Structural features and mutation effects
Figure location (PDB IDs)

vCCI (aka 35K)

Organism: Various poxviruses,

including rabbitpox virus,

cowpox virus, vaccinia virus,

variola virus

� CC

vCCI (aka EVM1)

Organism: Ectromelia virus

(Mousepox virus)

� CC

� Ameliorates numerous inflammatory condi-

tions, including arthritis [25] and

atherosclerosis in mice [26e28], and allergic

inflammatory reactions in guinea pigs [29].

� Effective when used intranasally to decrease

airway inflammation in a murine model of

asthma [30].

Fig. 2A (2FFK [31], 2GRK [32], 1CQ3 [33]); (vCCI-CCL4 PDB

ID: 2FFK) [31]

� Composed mostly of a b-sandwich fold and has a

flexible, highly acidic loop between b strands 2 and 3;

or b strands 2 and 4. Forms a 1:1 complex with

chemokines.

� Length of the acidic loop varies amongst the poxvi-

ruses; vCCI uses this loop to interact with key

conserved basic residues in the CC chemokines 20s

region and 40s loop.

� Vaccinia virus vCCI shows a loss of function for mu-

tations E143K or Y80A, and enhanced activity with the

mutation R89A [34].

� Mousepox vCCI loses chemokine affinity with the

Y69R and the I173R mutations (equivalent to Y80 and

I184, respectively in rabbitpox vCCI) [32].

A41

Organism: Vaccinia virus

� CC

� Does not inhibit chemokine-induced

leukocyte chemotaxis [35].

� Interferes with GAG binding by chemokines

[35].

Fig. 2B (2VGA) [35]

� Has 19 % sequence identity and similar structure to

cowpox vCCI [35]

� Uses a negatively charged patch in b sheet II to interact

with the chemokine's positively charged loops.

� Lacks the acidic loop between the N-terminal b

strands, found in vCCI.

� Binds chemokines less tightly than the vCCI family.

ORFV CKBP

Organism: Parapoxviruses

� CC

� CXC

� C

� BPSV CBP (related to OrfV CKBP) reduces skin

inflammation in mice [36] and reduces brain

inflammation following a stroke in mice [37].

Fig. 2C (4P5I, 4ZK9, 4ZKB, 4ZKC) [38]

� Exists as a dimer and forms a 2:2 binding stoichiom-

etry with chemokines, unlike the structurally similar

A41 and vCCI.

� Has a b-sandwich fold along with a small acidic loop

between b strands 2 and 3 [38].

� Binds CC chemokines in a similar manner to that used

by vCCI.

� Contains key binding residues E58, E62, E67, binding to

R18 and R24 (CCL2 numbering) on the chemokine.

� Has a hydrophobic region that forms an antiparallel b

strand with the chemokine N-loop (residues 10e17,

CCL2 numbering), which contains the residues F13/

Y13 used by the chemokine for receptor engagement

[38].

SECRET Domain

Organism: CrmB (variola virus) and

CrmD (ectromelia virus).

� CC

� CXC

� C

� CX3C

� Inhibits arthritis when combined with a TNF

binding protein [39].

� Transgenic expression CrmD attenuates gut

inflammation in a mouse model of Crohn's
disease, likely due both to the TNF-binding

ability and the chemokine binding ability of

CrmD [40].

Fig. 2D (CrmD SECRET domain from Ectromelia virus,

PDB ID: 3ON9) [41]; (CrmD SECRET domain-CX3CL1 PDB

ID: 3ONA) [41]

� SECRET domain of CrmD adopts a b sandwich and

uses b-sheet I in its interaction with the chemokine,

unlike vCCI which uses b-sheet II.

� Structure of SECRET domain of CrmD in complex with

CX3CL1 shows a relatively small surface area of

interaction, with heavy reliance on the basic 40s loop

of the chemokine in the binding interaction [41].

� Mutation of the positively charged basic residues in

the chemokine (K18 and basic residues in the 40s loop,

CX3CL1 numbering) confirms their importance in

binding the SECRET domain of CrmD. Corresponding

mutations in the SECRET domain (D167A/E169A/

D316A) abrogate chemokine binding [41].

� VaV CrmB and EV CrmD found to bind CCL28, CCL25,

CXCL12b, CXCL13, and CXCL14 with high affinities, in

a study of 43 human chemokines using SPR [42].

b i om e d i c a l j o u r n a l x x x ( x x x x ) x x x4
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Table 1 e (continued )

Name, Origin, and Chemokine
Target

Medical/Biochemical relevance Structural features and mutation effects
Figure location (PDB IDs)

M3

Organism: Mouse herpesvirus-68

� CC

� CXC

� C

� CX3C

� In mice inhibits experimental autoimmune

encephalitis (EAE), a disease model for

multiple sclerosis in humans [43].

� Prevents streptozotocin-induced diabetes in

mice [44].

Fig. 2E (PDB ID: 1MKF) [45]; (M3-CCL2 PDB ID: 2NZ1, M3-

XCL1 PDB ID: 2NYZ) [46]

� Inhibits both the receptor binding and GAG binding

functionality of chemokines.

� Exists as a dimer and the core of the N-terminal

domain (NTD) possesses similar structure to vCCI,

although with low sequence identity [45].

� Binds chemokines with 2:2 stoichiometry.

� Makes contact with the N-terminal/N-loop receptor-

binding portion of the chemokine, starting at around

residue 8 of the chemokine and including the critical

receptor binding residue CCL2 Y13 and XCL1 V12 [46].

� Contacts basic regions of the chemokine, including

R24 (CCL2 numbering), parts of the 30s loop, and the

40s loop region, the same regions used by chemokines

to bind glycosaminoglycans [46].

R17

Organism: Rodent herpesvirus

Peru (RHVP)

� CC

� C

No medical application noted in the literature Fig. 2F(PDB ID: 4ZKQ); (R17-CCL3 PDB ID: 4ZLT) [47]

� Forms a two-domain structure (N-terminal and C-

terminal b sandwich domains) connected by a

bridging sheet; similar in structure to M3 despite only

8 % sequence identity.

� Has 1:1 stoichiometry compared to 2:2 for M3, with

different chemokine binding location, despite their

structural similarity.

� Binds chemokines in a hydrophobic cavity formed by a

flexible linker connecting the two domains.

� Mutations that remove negatively charged residues

from the linker region 266e270 greatly diminish its

ability to bind CC chemokines.

� Residues of the chemokine involved in binding R17 are

very similar to those used to bind vCCI, including F13,

S35, and the residues of the chemokine 40s loop such

as R45 and N46.

� Mutations to the 40s loop of CC chemokines to add

positive residues showed increased binding to R17

[47].

Evasin-1,4

ACA-01

Organism: Arthropod

� CC

� Evasins have been shown to reduce inflam-

mation in mouse acute pancreatitis and

experimental colitis [48, 49].

Fig. 2G (Evasin-1 PDB ID: 3FPR); (Evasin-1-CCL3 PDB ID:

3FPU) [50]

� Composed ofmostly b strands in a “boat” shape.When

bound to CCL3, a 1:1 complex is formed. The chemo-

kine sits in the “boat” and contacts both the N- and C-

terminal portions of Evasin-1 [50].

� Chemokine contacts include T16, S17, and R18, as well

as having a pep interaction between the F13 of CCL3 (a

critical receptor binding residue) and F14 in Evasin-1

[50].

� Evasin-1 uses residues F14 and W89, while Evasin-4,

believed to have a similar fold, appears to bind

chemokines using different residues, E16 and Y19 [51].

� Evasin ACA-01 has been shown to be sulfated at an N-

terminal Tyr, indicating likely sulfation of other

evasins [52].

Evasin-3

Organism: Arthropod

� CXC

� Inhibits neutrophil chemotaxis [53]. Fig. 2H (Evasin-3 PDB ID: 6I31) [54]

� 66 amino acid protein, structure determined in the

absence of chemokines [53].

� Binds to “ELR” containing CXC chemokines, which are

a subset having Glu-Leu-Arg near their N-terminus for

receptor engagement.

� Glycosylated when produced from mammalian cells;

active when produced from E. coli without

glycosylation.

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 e (continued )

Name, Origin, and Chemokine
Target

Medical/Biochemical relevance Structural features and mutation effects
Figure location (PDB IDs)

M-T1, M-T7

Organism: Myxoma virus

M-T1:

� CC

M-T7:

� CC

� CXC

� C

� Both M-T1 and M-T7 have shown some

efficacy in pre-clinical trials in suppressing

inflammatory responses [55, 56].

� M-T7 has been shown to reduce hyperplasia

after vascular injury from angioplasty in

both rabbits and rats [56].

No published structure

� With 40 % amino acid identity with vCCI proteins (the

main subject of this review), M-T1 binds CC chemo-

kines at nanomolar levels [57].

� M-T1 can simultaneously bind both glycosaminogly-

cans and chemokines, potentially allowing localiza-

tion to sites of inflammation as well as disruption of

chemokine function [58].

� M-T7 binds IFN-g and weakly binds chemokines from

three subfamilies [59].

� M-T7 likely binds chemokines via the chemokine GAG

binding region, not via their receptor binding region

[59], indicating that the action of this binding protein is

to disrupt the chemokine gradient rather than to

directly disrupt receptor interaction.

b i om e d i c a l j o u r n a l x x x ( x x x x ) x x x6
recognition of chemokines. One path towards that goal,

described in the remainder of this review, is to focus on one

class of chemokine inhibitor, assay their binding affinities to a

range of chemokines, and then correlate this data with con-

tacts observed in atomistic molecular dynamics simulations

of each inhibitorechemokine pair. The accuracy of the simu-

lations is then validated by experimentally testing proposed

mutations predicted in the simulation to increase or decrease

binding.
vCCI: a CC chemokine binding protein

In this section we focus on one CBP, vCCI from rabbitpox, to

provide a detailed analysis of the structural features of its

chemokine binding and to highlight the roles of molecular

simulation in elucidating these features. Poxviruses have

large genomes and produce a variety of chemokine binding

proteins. VCCI, sometimes called p35 or 35K, is a chemokine

binding protein made by several poxviruses, including those

that infect humans and other mammals. VCCI has been

shown to bind dozens of CC chemokines, many with low

sequence identity to each other, at nanomolar (or even pico-

molar) levels [60, 61]. This makes it a particularly intriguing

example for the study of proteineprotein interactions.

Experimental studies of vCCI-Chemokine binding

Structurally, vCCI resembles several other chemokine binding

proteins, being composed of 11 b strands forming a b sand-

wich configuration [31e33]. Its bound structure reveals that

one face of the sandwich contains the binding site, and there

is a large, negatively charged loop between b strands 2 and 3

that is used to anchor the CC chemokine in place, as described

in more detail in this section below [31, 32]. VCCI is capable of

binding more than 80 different CC chemokines across multi-

ple species; however, Burns et al. found no significant binding

of vCCI to chemokines from the other three subfamilies [60].

All CC chemokines share a similar tertiary structure

composed of three antiparallel b sheets in a Greek key

conformation, ending with a C-terminal a helix, but differ
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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greatly in their amino acid sequence and also differ in their

cognate receptors. To maintain the specificity for CC chemo-

kines along with the ability to bind such a variable group of

proteins, vCCI utilizes both specific amino acids on its binding

face, and its highly acidic loop to complement the positively

charged residues conserved on chemokines.

VCCI binds CC chemokines in a 1:1 ratio, as shown in

Fig. 2A where the structure of vCCI in complex with CCL4

is shown [31]. Key contacts between vCCI and CC chemo-

kines are mediated by negatively charged residues on

vCCI, including a long loop composed largely of acidic

amino acids. This loop can vary in length, with the rab-

bitpox vCCI loop being 25 amino acids, while the mouse-

pox (ectromelia) EVM1 loop is only 15 amino acids. These

residues and others, including E143 and D141 bind to basic

residues on the chemokine. VCCI also forms a hydrophobic

interaction with F13 on the chemokine, a position typically

containing a large hydrophobic residue in most CC che-

mokines, that is critical for binding its cognate receptor.

Residues 8e14 of the CC chemokine interact with residues

180e186 of vCCI, forming an additional antiparallel b

strand upon binding. Interestingly, this formation of a new

b strand in the “N-loop” of the chemokine upon complex

formation has also been observed in several other che-

mokine binding proteins, including in M3 binding to CCL2

[45], Evasin-1 binding to CCL3 [50], and ORFV CKBP binding

to CCL2 [38]. While not labeled as a b strand in the

structure for vCCI with CCL4 in Fig. 2A, the additional b

strand has been observed in MD simulations with vCCI

bound to several chemokines [62].

Early studies of vCCI-chemokine interactions involved

mutating residues on the chemokine and testing these for

changes in binding affinity to determine the involvement of

the residue in the interaction. Two such studies tested mu-

tations on CCL2 by surface plasmon resonance and ELISA as-

says, and both found that Y13A, R18A, and R24A (as well as

R24E) significantly reduced affinity to vCCI [63, 64]. These

residues have been previously shown to also be utilized for

chemokine receptor binding [6], indicating that vCCI blocks

chemokine signaling by obscuring residues involved in re-

ceptor binding.
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Our group found similar interactions in these conserved

residues in a variant of CCL4. This work determined the

structure of vCCI bound to CCL4 using NMR [31] and

indicated that R18 interacts with D141 and E143 of vCCI,

both found on the binding face of the b sandwich

(Supplementary Fig. 1C). In the vCCI:CCL4 structure, the

residue F24 (analogous to R24 in CCL2), along with K45 and

R46 (both mutated to alanine in the structural study to

reduce aggregation) were found near the acidic loop of

vCCI (Supplementary Fig. 1B shows the simulated structure

of wild type CCL4 bound to vCCI including its interactions

with the acidic loop, with residues 24, 45, and 46 high-

lighted.). In aligned sequences for multiple CC chemo-

kines, at least one positive charge is found in the

corresponding 24/45/46 residues. The distribution of acidic

residues in the vCCI loop allows it to find complementary

charges on the 20s and 40s loop of chemokines. In later

work, we confirmed the importance of charged basic res-

idues on the chemokine by mutating these residues in

CCL11 (R22A and K44A). Mutating only one of these resi-

dues results in a 1.5- to 2-fold decrease in affinity as

measured by fluorescence, mutating both results in a 4.8-

fold decrease, and mutating both along with R16A (equiv-

alent to R18 in CCL4) leads to a 134-fold decrease [61].

Structural studies also showed that F13 of CCL4 (Y13 in

CCL2) fits in a hydrophobic pocket between b sheets I and II of

vCCI. As noted in a sequence analysis by Ziarek et al. of 24

human CC chemokines, 9 had a Phe in this position, with

other residues generally being large hydrophobics like Leu and

Tyr [65]; this residue generally has a role in both in receptor

binding and in mediating chemokine dimerization [4, 5]. Mu-

tation to alanine in this position results in an approximately

10-fold decrease in affinity for vCCI [63, 64], likely due to

reduced interactions with the hydrophobic pocket of vCCI,

formed by conserved residues V185 and Y217 (Supplementary

Fig. 1D).

Work on CCL2 also found that K49, when mutated to

alanine, showed an increase in binding affinity to vCCI [63, 64].

This is often a conserved basic residue in CC chemokines (K48

in CCL4, K47 in CCL11). When bound to vCCI, this residue

packs closely with Y80 and R89, likely causing steric crowding

and/or poor electrostatic interactions due to the positive

charges of the two basic residues (see Supplementary Fig. 2).

Fremont et al. replaced Y69 of EVM1 (Y80 in vCCI) with a large,

positive residue, correctly hypothesizing that it would dras-

tically reduce chemokine binding [32]. Correspondingly, it was

proposed that mutation of either Y80 or R89 to the small

amino acid alanine in vCCI would likely reduce this clash and

improve overall binding. White et al. [34] tested this hypoth-

esis by separately mutating Y80 and R89 in vCCI to see if

replacing these residues with alanine would result in better

chemokine binding by vCCI and therefore lower chemokine

function. Per their expectations, R89A was found to increase

chemokine binding (and thereby block the activity of CCL5,

which was the chemokine used in their functional assays).

However, rather than enhancing chemokine binding, the

Y80A mutation paradoxically resulted in loss of the ability of

vCCI to inhibit CCL5 activity, presumably because the Y80A

vCCI variant was no longer able to bind the chemokine [34].

The question of why the Y80A vCCI variant unexpectedly has
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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weaker chemokine binding is currently being addressed

computationally and in ongoing experiments [66e68].

Computational simulations of vCCI-Chemokine binding

The experimental data described in the previous section

provided myriad separate clues about the roles of individual

residues involved in vCCI-chemokine binding. Computational

molecular modeling can provide a framework to holistically

evaluate the contributions of each residue to this binding

interaction. Recently we published a combined experimental

and computational study of the binding of vCCI to the che-

mokine CCL4 and the virally produced chemokine analog

vMIP-II [69]. NMR analysis showed an overall similar binding

by vCCI to the two proteins, and fluorescence studies found

that vCCI:vMIP-II had a higher binding affinity than vCCI

binding to an actual mammalian chemokine, CCL4. Molecular

dynamics simulations (see Appendix for a brief overview of

relevantmolecular simulation techniques) were performed on

these complexes, as well as on a complex with the CCL4

mutant that was used to solve the original structure of the

vCCI:CCL4 complex (K45A/R46A/K48A). An analysis was per-

formed of the type and duration of the vCCI-chemokine in-

teractions. These simulations showed that the vCCI:vMIP-II

structure had more interprotein hydrogen bonds and inter-

face surface area than vCCI:CCL4, which in turn had more

extensive contacts than the vCCI:CCL4 mutant. These results

qualitatively corroborated themeasured binding affinities, but

importantly also produced residue-level “maps” of the inter-

protein interactions which mediate the binding. To give some

examples of structural results noted in this study: the che-

mokine residue R18 is shown to be important in the binding of

both vMIP-II and CCL4; vCCI S182 was seen to have a persis-

tent hydrogen bond to C51; and the vCCI I184 (rabbitpox

numbering) which earlier studies in mousepox [32] had sug-

gested caused unfavorable interactions, was instead seen in

theMD simulations to interact with I41 and C51 in vMIP-II [69].

In addition to providing atomic-level details of the binding

in experimentally realized complexes, simulations can also be

applied to “hypothetical” complexes, to predict the structure

and qualitatively estimate the binding strength. For example,

the chemokine CCL17 is one of the few CC chemokines that

does not bind well to vCCI [60], likely because CCL17 lacks

several of the positively charged residues that have been

shown to be important in a vCCI:chemokine complex,

including lacking basic residues at positions 18, 45, and 46

(CCL4 numbering). Molecular dynamics simulations of the

vCCI:CCL17 complex yield results that can be compared to

simulations of vCCI bound to CCL4 and vMIP-II [62]. Fig. 3

shows the contacts and final bound structures from molecu-

lar dynamics simulations of vCCI bound to CCL4 and CCL17.

The images show the solvent-accessible surface of each pro-

tein superimposed on its secondary structure given in the

usual “cartoon” format. The contact regions for both proteins

are shaded in purple. This illustrates the similarities and dif-

ferences in the binding of these two chemokines. Both che-

mokines havemultiple contacts to the face of b sheet II of vCCI

and all along the acidic loop which wraps over both chemo-

kines. Comparing the two simulated structures, both chemo-

kines obscure nearly the same residues of the vCCI b sheet II
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Fig. 2 The structures of vCCI and other chemokine binding proteins, and their complex with chemokines. Chemokine binding

proteins are shown in yellow ribbons with purple helices and blue loops. A: Poxvirus CC chemokine inhibitors. (Left) Three

unliganded vCCI: rabbitpox vCCI (PDB ID: 2FFK [31], ectromelia (mousepox) vCCI (PDB ID: 2GRK) [32], cowpox vCCI (PDB ID: 1CQ3)

[33], all shown in the same orientation with acidic loop on the top and b sheet II binding site in the front. Because no unliganded

structure of rabbitpox vCCI is available, the “unliganded” rabbitpox vCCI shown here is derived from the vCCI:CCL4 complex and

is shown without its ligand for comparison. (Right) rabbitpox vCCI in complex with a CCL4 variant (PDB ID: 2FFK), showing how

the rabbitpox vCCI acidic loop and its b sheet II interact with CCL4. B: The structure of vaccinia A41(PDB ID: 2VGA) [35], which is

very similar to the structure of vCCI, but does not bind chemokines as tightly as the vCCI family [35]. C: Orf virus ORFV CKBP has

a similar b sandwich structure and acidic loop as vCCI, and binds CC chemokines in a similar manner as vCCI [38]. ORFV CKBP

has been found to be a dimer and forms a 2:2 binding stoichiometry with chemokines, but we show the monomer to illustrate

the similarity to vCCI. From left to right is shown unliganded ORFV CKBP (PDB ID: 4P5I) [38]; ORFV CKBP bound to CCL2 (PDB ID:

4ZK9) [38]; ORFV CKBP bound to CCL3(PDB ID: 4ZKB) [38]; ORFV CKBP bound to CCL7(PDB ID: 4ZKC) [38]. D: The ectromelia virus-

encoded SECRET domain of CrmD (Left) (PDB ID: 3ON9) [41] and its complex with chemokine CX3CL1 (Right, blue) (PDB ID: 3ONA)

[41]. While the SECRET domain has a similar b sandwich structure as vCCI, it uses b sheet I rather than b sheet II to interact with

the chemokine [41]. E: (Left) Murine gammaherpesvirus68-encoded M3 forms a two-domain b sandwich (PDB ID: 1MKF) [45].

(Right) the complex of M3 with CCL2 (red) (PDB ID: 2NZ1) [46] and XCL1 (salmon color, PDB ID: 2NYZ [46]. The stoichiometry of

both of these complexes are 2:2. F: (Left) The structure of R17 (PDB ID: 4ZKQ) [47], encoded by rodent herpesvirus Peru (RHVP), has

a similar 2-domain b sandwich structure as M3, but (Right) the binding location of the chemokine CCL3 (pink) is different (PDB ID:

4ZLT) [47]. G: Evasin-1, a chemokine binding protein from tick salivary gland. (Left) unbound (PDB ID: 3FPR) [50]. (Right) Evasin-1

in complex with CCL3 (pink, PDB ID: 3FPU) [50]. H: Evasin-3 (PDB ID: 6I31) [54], a chemokine binding protein from tick salivary

glands. This protein has a knottin scaffold structure which is necessary for different CXC-chemokine-binding activities [54].
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Fig. 3 Interface of vCCI and its chemokine ligands as predicted by molecular dynamics simulations. The surface area is shown

for (A) vCCI when bound to CCL4 and (B) vCCI when bound to CCL17. The structure used in A comes from the PDB ID 2FFK [31],

in which the CCL4 ligand wasmutated back to wildtype andmolecular dynamics was run for 1ms. In B, the vCCI:CCL17 structure

was built by modeling the complex, starting with 2FFK and replacing the chemokine by aligning the Ca backbone. To visualize

the intermolecular interactions, each component has been moved apart and rotated to reveal the binding face. vCCI (beige) is

on the left, the chemokine ligand is on the right (green for the CCL4, blue for CCL17). The contact surface area between vCCI and

each chemokine is colored in purple. The residues involved in the interface on both vCCI and the chemokine are labeled.

Contact surface area identified on the CCL17 a helix suggests non-canonical binding with the vCCI acidic loop compared to

other chemokines.
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face. The differences appear in how the acidic loop of vCCI

binds the chemokine. In complex with CCL4, the lower region

of the vCCI acidic loop (residues 54e59) contacts the 40s loop

of the chemokine, while the middle residues of the vCCI loop

(residues 67e71) interact with the chemokine's 20s region. In

the simulation with CCL17, the lower region of the vCCI loop

(residues 55e60) contacts the 20s region and the 40s loop of

CCL17, while the middle residues of the vCCI loop interact

with the a helix of the chemokine instead.

The persistent vCCI-chemokine contacts for vCCI bound to

CCL17, as well as for vCCI bound to CCL4, mutant CCL4, and

vMIP-II [69] are shown in Fig. 4. In each diagram, the line at

the top represents the sequence of residues in vCCI and the

line at the bottom represents the residues in the chemokine.

The colored lines between the vCCI and the chemokines show

persistent contacts during the molecular dynamics simula-

tion, and these are color-coded by the fraction of the simu-

lation time they are present, with the green line indicating

the most persistent contacts. All four chemokines show

extensive, persistent contacts between the N-terminal region

of the chemokine (residues 8e14) and b strand 8 on vCCI

(residues 180e187). But clear differences arise in the number

and persistence of contacts from CCL17 to the vCCI acidic

loop (residues 57e75) and other residues on b strand 7 (resi-

dues 143e149), compared to the other three chemokines. The

fewer, butmore persistent, contacts of the vCCI loop to CCL17
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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suggest the loop becomes locked in a particular conformation

with the a helix due to the limited number of charged resi-

dues available for it to bind. In contrast, the acidic loop can

move between the key charged residues along the 20s region

and the 40s loop in other chemokines, resulting in more in-

teractions [62].

Fig. 5 shows the buried surface area for vCCI and several

chemokines as determined by MD simulations. This type of

representation illustrates the shared binding face on vCCI.

One region of note, residues 180e186 of vCCI, shows identical

occlusion (calculated based on the accessibility of the residues

to a water-sized molecular probe) from each chemokine.

Computer visualizations and secondary structure analysis of

MD simulations of this region show each of the chemokines

forming an additional b strand aligned with chemokine resi-

dues 8e14 [see Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4]. As noted

previously in sections 3 and 4.1, this feature, observed in

simulation, appears to be common in the experimentally

determined structures of binding of chemokines by several

CBP, including M3, Evasin-1, and ORFV [38, 45, 50]. As in the

results given in Figs. 3e5, this shows that CCL17 has distinct

differences in its binding structure compared to the other

chemokines simulated. This chemokine causes a similar

pattern of buried surface area on the residues of vCCI as do the

other chemokines. However, the buried surface area on the

CCL17 itself is notably different from that on other
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Fig. 4 Contact maps for vCCI:chemokine interactions. Contact maps show the residues in close proximity between vCCI and the

designated chemokine. Analysis was performed on the last 500ns of the 1ms simulations to allow the system to equilibrate. The

top horizontal line in each figure represents the sequence of vCCI, from amino acids 1e242. The bottom horizontal line

represents the amino acid sequence of each chemokine, ranging from residue 1 to about 70, depending on the chemokine. Each

transecting line indicates a contact between vCCI and the chemokine during the last 500 ns of the simulation. The color of the

line indicates the fraction of the simulation time the two residues are within 2.8 �A of each other, ranging from black (in contact

for a third to a half of the simulation; 167e250ns); red (in contact for a half to three-fourths of the simulation; 250e375ns); and

green (in contact for more than three-fourths of the simulation; more than 375ns). The numbers above and below the

horizontal lines list the residue numbers of vCCI and the chemokine, respectively, that are involved in an interaction. The color

of the number is representative of the most persistent interaction it is a part of, matching the coloring used for the transecting

lines. The number in the lower right of each graph is the sum of the fraction of time during the simulation that the indicated

interactions are observed, where a higher number indicates more persistent and/or a larger total number of interactions

throughout the simulation [62].
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chemokines when bound to vCCI. Unlike the other three

chemokines shown, CCL17 has several residues in the C-ter-

minal a-helix in contact with vCCI. This distinctive binding

pattern has not yet been experimentally verified, but it is

reasonable to infer that the need for the vCCI acidic loop to be

highly extended to bind to the CCL17 helix may lead to

reduced binding for CCL17 compared to other CC chemokines.
Prospects for engineering CBP specificity and
affinity

As described in section 4, many studies have investigated

amino acids on the chemokine that affect its binding to a CBP,
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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particularly with vCCI [61, 63, 64]. Perhaps more relevant for

the practical use of CBP in medical applications are in-

vestigations to add chemokine binding functionality to this

medically relevant protein itself [39] or to study changes in

CBP that affect their ability to bind particular chemokines.

Structural studies have guidedmutations in vCCI-like proteins

to determine important features for chemokine binding [32] as

well as to allow the successful construction of a variant (R89A)

that increases the potency of vCCI [34]. Another study used

computermodeling to obtain a structural model of Evasin-4 in

complex with a chemokine, followed by phage display to

confirm binding determinants suggested by the model [51].

This was a successful marriage of computation and experi-

ment, although the authors expressed disappointment that
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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Fig. 5 Buried surface area of vCCI and chemokines when forming a vCCI:chemokine complex. The percent of buried surface area

of each residue is shown for (A) vCCI and (B) selected CC chemokines. The x-axis represents the amino acid sequence of each

protein; the y axis represents the percent of that amino acid that is buried during the last 500ns of the 1ms simulation of the

complex. The percent of buried surface area is based on the ratio between the buried surface area (when bound) and the

accessible surface area (when in solution). Each colored line represents a complex between vCCI and a separate chemokine,

with vMIP-II, CCL4 WT, CCL4 Mut, and CCL17 shown in black, red, green, and blue respectively. (A) shows that buried surface

area for vCCI is largely the same regardless of the chemokine bound, while (B) shows greater variability in amino acids making

contact with vCCI, depending on the chemokine. “CCL4 Mut” is the K45A/R46A/K48A variant of CCL4. Similarities across

complexes, such as the 180e186 peak in (A), indicate conserved regions involved in chemokine binding. Alternatively,

differences in buried surface area, such as the peaks from 55 to 65 for CCL17 in (B), can reveal unique binding patterns not

utilized by the other complexes [62].
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this work did not lead to the successful design of a potent

chemokine inhibitor [19].

We contend that the synergy of structural biology,

biochemical experiments, and computermodeling will lead to

a more nuanced understanding of CBP-chemokine in-

teractions, which can, in turn, allow molecular engineering of

CBP and chemokines with novel binding strength and speci-

ficity. These can be tested experimentally, and iteratively

optimized until a particular goal is achieved. In ongoing work,

we are investigating the complex between vCCI and CCL17. As

noted in the previous section, vCCI does not bind CCL17 well

[60], likely because CCL17 lacks several of the important basic

residues that have been shown to confer affinity to vCCI. A

highly specific CCL17-binding proteinwould be valuable in the

study of certain diseases because this chemokine recruits Th2

cells during the inflammatory response in several medical

conditions, including allergic asthma [70, 71]. Therefore, we

plan to use a combination of simulation and experimental

work to make a variant vCCI that has high affinity to CCL17.

The goal is to modify only vCCI, not CCL17, so that the

modified CBP can bind wild type CCL17 as proof of concept

that this design technique could be used in a real-world

application.

Overall, the long co-evolution of viruses and parasites with

their hosts has led to a unique family of proteins, CBP, that

subvert the mammalian immune system by binding to che-

mokines, thereby impeding the function of some host im-

mune cells. Due to this binding ability, CBP have been shown

to have remarkable anti-inflammatory properties in vitro and

in vivo, with work ongoing in several labs to translate their

function into useful therapeutics [19, 24, 39]. These CBP often

share structural features and bind conserved regions of the

chemokines, particularly basic residues and those residues
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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involved in receptor binding and GAG binding. A greater un-

derstanding of how CBP bind their chemokine ligands can be

pursued by a combination of computational and experimental

work, with outcomes that may include altered or tailored

specificity in chemokine binding.
Appendix: computer simulations of
proteineprotein binding

As has been described here, viruses and other parasites

make a variety of chemokine binding proteins that can be

studied to provide a wealth of knowledge about the details

of proteineprotein interactions. These interactions can

inform future studies of other proteins and can be used to

make mutations to fine-tune the activity of a particular

chemokine binding protein. Given the wealth of structural

and biochemical data now available for several of these

proteins, computational analysis can be a major tool in their

study, leading to testable hypotheses about modes of in-

teractions carried out by CBP and even proposing new mu-

tations to tune binding specificity.

Computer analyses play myriad roles in structural biology

and biochemistry, from bioprospecting sequence data for

novel genes [72] (including a study to identify evasin-like

proteins in tick genomes [23]) to identifying proteineprotein

binding inhibitors [73]. A potentially profound role for com-

puters is the atomic-scale simulation of biomolecular struc-

ture and function, which in principle could elucidate the

biochemical mechanisms at exquisite spatial and temporal

scales [74]. Themost accuratemolecular simulations solve the

equations of quantum mechanics to predict molecular struc-

tures, interaction energies, and even reaction rates, but such
chemokine binding proteins, through the lens of experiment and
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methods are presently too computationally costly to be

routinely applied to biochemical questions. Instead, so-called

classical molecular dynamics (MD) methods are typically

used, where each atom is treated as a classical particle typi-

cally carrying a partial charge and bound to other atoms by

springs (a detailed introduction to MD algorithms has been

published by Frenkel and Smit [75]). The so-called “force fields”

used in MD simulations include electrostatic and van der

Waals interactions that represent the whole range of molec-

ular interactions, including hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and

hydrophobic contacts. These simulations produce “trajec-

tories” in the form of 3D movies of the motions of every atom

in the system during the simulation time. There are inherent

limitations to classical MD, especially its inability to directly

model chemical reactions, including acid-base chemistry, but

despite these limitations, classical MD is emerging as a key

tool for studying biochemical processes including protein

folding and protein-ligand binding [76, 77]. Improvements in

computer speeds and MD algorithms have increased the size

and timescale of feasible calculations to the point where

multi-microsecond simulations of complete proteins and their

immediate surroundings are routine and the longest protein

MD simulations run into the millisecond domain [78].

For the specific question of studying and engineering

proteineprotein interactions, MD has two primary uses. First,

MD simulations can generate trajectories containing realistic

conformations of the molecular system that can be analyzed

to show the location and persistence of electrostatic, hydro-

phobic, and hydrogen bond interactions between the two

proteins, as well as changes in the secondary and tertiary

structure of the proteins, aswas described in section 4.2 above.

For most protein systems, such simulations are sufficiently

easy to set up and are fast enough on inexpensive worksta-

tions that it is possible to routinely run many simulations of

different proteineprotein binding pairs. This allows the

computational “mapping” of differences in the interactions

between different binding partners and different protein iso-

forms. A recent review article describes many examples of the

complementarity of molecular modeling and experimental

structural biology for the binding of chemokines to their nat-

ural targets as well as to small-molecule inhibitors [79].

Another at least potential use of simulation is for the pre-

diction of absolute and/or relative binding free energies be-

tween proteins [80]. These simulations can in principle yield

binding free energies accurate to a few kcal/mole, but there are

still many challenges to routine free energy binding calcula-

tions [81]. Nevertheless, improvements in computer speeds,

simulation algorithms, and force fields, are making calcula-

tions of relative ligand-protein binding free energies increas-

ingly accurate and feasible, especially for relatively small,

“drug size” ligands [82]. The most established method for

calculating binding free energies is “free energy perturbation”

(FEP) also known as “alchemical perturbation” which involves

the computational transformation of a molecule or molecular

fragment into another molecule [83]. Although the FEP process

is not possible in the physical world, this transformation has

the same free energy change as a thermodynamic cycle that

first unbinds the first ligand and then binds the second. The

routine calculation of accurate proteineprotein binding free

energies by FEP is hampered by the size and flexibility of
Please cite this article as: Stark LE et al., The binding and specificity of
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protein ligands, but recent, carefully validated studies

demonstrate that accurate results are achievable [84]. In

addition to free energy perturbation methods, several prom-

ising new techniques for calculating the binding free energies

are being developed, including fragment-based methods [85]

andmachine learningmethods [86] that offer the promise that

proteineprotein binding energy calculations will become

routine and accurate.
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